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1. BACKGROUND 

The Mclowd August Team Meeting was held in Brisbane at the offices of administration firm Super 
Plus. 

The primary goals of the meeting were to: 

• Update key stakeholders on the recent upgrade to year end processing  

• Identify and prioritise WIP targets for the balance of 2019 

In turn the effective prioritisation of resources / targets is designed to maximise: 

• Conversion to revenue amongst the more than 200 firms which have been engaging with the 
Pro version of the Platform 

• Conversion to active usage amongst the 400 other firms which are currently dormant 

2. INTRODUCTION 

Current active usage amongst Practitioner users is skewed very much towards smaller firms, which 
have found it practical to operate within the constraints of the existing functionality (while collaborating 
with the Development Team on WIP priorities). 

From this foundation it is now possible to engage with larger firms such as Super Plus, and customise 
targets to support their FY20 migration. 

The methodology is straightforward: 

• During the December quarter prioritise projects which improve workflow associated with day-
to-day transaction processing  

• Defer other tasks, including those which relate to: 

o Year end processing (as these will not be required by firms such as Super Plus until 
2020) 

o Reporting outcomes (to the extent not covered by existing functionality) 

3. SUSPENSE ALLOCATIONS 

It was agreed that the most efficient method for supporting improved workflow for transaction 
processing was to focus on the suspense allocations screen (in advance of a full rebuild of the 
transaction screen itself). 

Targets have been scheduled as follows: 

• September: 

o Automatic allocation to suspense from Macquarie / DDH Graham feeds 

o Ability to split pension payments / contributions 

• October: 

o Bulk coding 

o Ability to create allocation rules 

o Ability to split other transactions (eg receipt of ATO refund) 
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Delivery against the above will create the following level of automation (particularly for pension 
payments): 

• Nightly ingestion of data 

• Automatic allocation to suspense 

• Application of allocation rules 

This will also provide a precedent for the process by which Mclowd progressively replicates the level 
of automation offered by BGL and Class (but at price points that are 70-90% less). 

 

One of the key benefits of this approach is that automation provides an MVP solution for addressing 
editability. 

As the following diagram illustrates, the impact of the current level of editability (which is poor relative 
to incumbent platforms) is inversely correlated to the level of automation. 

 

This relationship will allow larger firms to engage (around FY20 migration) in the short term while we 
schedule the resources for the rebuild of the transactions screen (which will support full editability). 
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4. CUSTOM ASSETS 

Mike and Bryan now have good traction against the ability to define and manage custom assets, such 
as: 

• Bonds and other debt securities 

• Alternative assets 

• Wrap platforms 

Support for these asset classes will be delivered by mid-November. 

(While not part of December quarter targets, the above will lay the foundation for improved support for 
international equities). 

5. MANAGED FUNDS 

While the relevant data points are being ingested nightly, improving the handling of managed fund 
data has not been a high priority for active Practitioner users (their clients tending to be simpler funds 
not having this asset class in their portfolio). 

Surfacing end of day unit pricing, and automating end of year valuations have now been scheduled 
into WIP for October / November. 

(Automated end of year valuations is critical to achieving greater leverage from the recent upgrade to 
year end processing - since it will increase the proportion of Funds for which single touch processing 
can be targeted). 

While not currently slated for December delivery, the next phase of improved support for this asset 
class will be reporting (such as distributions received vs distributions expected). 

6. RESIDUAL PENSION USE CASES 

There are several residual pension use cases which will need to be targeted in the next 90 days: 

• The ability to rollback a pension account created via the Fund Setup page (ie existing pension 
account during migration) to an accumulation account 

• The ability to fully commute a current TTR pension account back to accumulation phase 

• Ability to enter PAYGW along with the pension payment and benefit payment  

• The ability to produce the following pension documents: 

o Pensions Report 

o Pension Member Notification Minute 

o Pension Member Notification Letters 

o Pension Member PAYG Summaries 

o Pensions Calculation Summary Report 
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7. LOOKING FORWARD TO 2020 

The 2020 Kick Off will be held in early February, with a focus on the following: 

• Transactions screen 2.0 

• LodgeIT 3.0 (API integration) 

• Integration with Xero Tax  

• Open banking  

8. CONCLUSION 

While it would be unwise to downplay the level of effort still required, the agenda for the August Team 
Meeting reflected the fact that Mclowd now has: 

• A more manageable set of immediate WIP targets (relative to resources) 

• A strong cohort of active Practitioner users 

• The backing of a number of larger firms, which are determined to collaborate with Mclowd as 
their cloud technology provider 

As has always been the case, what is required is continued delivery against the targets set out in this 
summary document. 

 


